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FRAMEWORK FOCUS
“You can learn so much more
(cooperatively) than what you
can learn by yourself.”
-

Click the button below to
access Canvas.Pasco for
more information.

Devon Smith
Crews Lake K8 student

Element 10 – Processing of New Information
Desired Effect: Students can explain what they have just learned, ask clarifying questions,
and/or actively discuss the content.

What Can I do to Help
Students Process New
Information?






Explicitly teach students the steps for each
processing activity before asking them to
engage in it.
Post a chart with the steps for processing
strategies (such as jigsaw or reciprocal
teaching) where students can refer to it.
Post a list of specific clarifying questions
that students can ask during small-group
discussions.

Why Group Processing?
After each small chunk of information is
provided, students should work in small
groups to describe, discuss, and make
predictions regarding new information. Group
processing focused on students generating
conclusions about the new information adds
rigor to the learning.

Element 10 is the
point in lesson
delivery where the
teacher gradually
releases the
learning
responsibility to
the students.
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Evidence of Element 10 – Processing of New Information
Teacher Evidence
Focus: During breaks in the presentation of
content, the teacher engages students in
actively processing new information.
The teacher:



has group members summarize new
information;
employs formal group processing
strategies, such as:
o Jigsaw;
o Reciprocal Teaching;
o Concept Attainment;
o Perspective Analysis;
o Thinking Hats; or
o Collaborative Processing.

Student Evidence
Students:





when asked, can explain what they
have just learned;
volunteer predictions;
voluntarily ask clarification questions;
are actively discussing the content in
groups…
o Group members ask each other
and answer questions about the
information.
o Group members make
predictions about what they
expect next.

Group Processing Strategies
Concept Attainment
This strategy asks students to induce an awareness
and understanding of a new concept by
responding to examples and non-examples of that
concept. All examples should clearly reflect the
essential characteristics or attributes associated
with the concept. The non-examples should
clearly demonstrate the absence of those
attributes. Students compare and contrast the
examples looking for patterns and making
predictions about what the concept is.

Perspective Analysis
This activity requires students to consider
multiple perspectives on new knowledge
through a five-step strategy utilizing specific
questions:
Identify your position – What do I believe
about this?
2. Determine your reasoning – Why do I believe
that?
3. Identify another person – What is another way
of looking at this?
4. Describe possible reasoning for the new
opposing position – Why might someone else
hold a different position?
5. Summarize what you have learned – What
1.

have I learned?

Click the Canvas.Pasco button to
access more examples.
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